Better mobility
for companies
Poolcar management & corporate carsharing

simple. clever. efficient.

fleetster: the ideal solution for your fleet
Perfect for all companies with poolcars
Easy online booking tool for users
Reduces administration time
No need for installation, immediately available online
Tools for an optimal fleet management
Individual settings for all types of companies
Transparency on all trips
Enables private use of the company‘s fleet
Automatic documentation of all important fleet-events
Easy implemtation of eVehicles
Starts at 10 € a month per vehicle

Only four simple steps to book a car
The fastest booking process ever

1st step
Select private or business
trip

2nd step
Set the time and distance, and
then chose an available vehicle

3rd step
Enter all the neccessary trip
details for the driver log

4th step
Confirm the booking and you will
receive the confirmation e-mail!

4 Key Management options
Choose from our available options

1. Self service
All keys are available for employees at any
time, because they are stored in a cookie-jar
or on a key hanger.

2. Key manager
A receptionist or fleet manager is
responsible for releasing the keys and
receiving them back after a booking.

3. Automatic keybox
This keybox is connected to the software
online, and identifies which vehicle was
booked by an employee. In addition, it can
check driver licenses.

4. Carsharing kit
Vehicles are opened and closed by
smartphone or RFID. The box is installed in
the vehicle and sends all important
information to the software.

Individual
Fleet Management
In vier Schritten
zur Buchung
In your colours, with your logo
Would you like fleetster to adapt our white label solution to
your corporate design? No problem! We can change the
colours, backgroundpictures, logo, and much more in our
software according to your preferences. Have you considered
a sales-partnership with us?

Individual features and requests for different companies
Every corporation is different and has its own processes and
individual requirements for vehicle administration software.
We know that! Our developers that have developed fleetster
can adapt it according to your needs and desires at any given
time.

Flexible Usage – Unique Features
For all types and brands of vehicles
No matter if it‘s a bike, scooter, van, BMW, Fiat or Toyota: fleetster
efficiently manages all fleet
Optimal utilization
The software facilitates optimal utilization of the fleet whenever a user
books a vehicle online.
Automatic keyboxes
Easy to install and provide a simple integration of keyboxes that
communicate with the online software.
Booking via smartphone
Users book the vehicles themselves, whenever, wherever, saving the
administrator a lot of time.
Private trips
Grant your employees access to the pool cars for private trips and cut
down on costs.
Driver license control
The key manager, keybox or carsharing kit automatically checks if the
driver has a valid driver license before starting a trip.
Vehicle data
With the carsharing kit all important data is transferred from the vehicle into
the software for a keyless and uncomplicated vehicle management.
Data export
Booking lists, analysis, cost (centres) and much more can be easily
exported and, if needed, imported into your SAP system.
eVehicles / Range management
eVehicles can also be integrated into fleetster and our range-algorithm
guarantees that nobody will have an empty battery during a trip.
Notifications
The administrator is automatically informed about all important events in
their carpool.

Efficient booking distribution
The automatic booking feature

simple. intuitive. lower costs.
Users do not book a specific vehicle, but a category.
The software distributes all bookings of available vehicles by
price, CO2 or leasinglimit – colour or brand preferences are
not taken into consideration. Efficiency instead of emotions.

fleetster pays off
From 1 vehicle & 3 bookings per month
Savings
Independet booking
Without calling the fleet manager

3 € per booking

Automatic driver log
You are spared the time to check if every
driver log entry is complete once the data is
mandatory in our software. The driver log is
also availabe online at any given time.

20 € per month

Revenue from private trips
Assuming the employees pay 0,35 € / km to
avoid the non-cash benefit.

Detailed analysis
Shows unnecessary poolcars immediately. This
saves thousands of euros.

Integration of Leasingreturns
Vehicles that would just stand around before the end
of their leasing contract can easliy be integrated into
fleetster and save costs on taxis, rental cars and
other forms of mobility.

Savings
fleetster License per vehicle per month

Savings per vehicle per month

0,35 € per Km

xx.xxx €

xxx €

over 30 € per month
10 € per month

over 20 € per month

fleetster – advantages for everybody

Users book the poolcars
online via their laptops or
smartphones for business
trips and (if allowed) private
trips. Simple and efficient.

The administrator or fleet
manger has a real-time
overview of all important events
in their carpool and is
automatically informed about
events an irregularities.

What our customers say

The implementation of fleetster
pays off since the first day - we
are saving 90% of the former
costs.
We are thrilled by the simple
and thoughttrough integration
of our cleaning-service and the
keymanagement outside our
business hours. Thank you
feletster for the fast
development and the excellent
support!

TenneT TSO

Thanks to fleetster, our
employees have easy access to
our fleet.
fleetster's intelligent eVehicle
integration is the most
important and most loved
feature in our company!

Allgäuer Überlandwerk

The simple process for booking a
poolcar is the biggest win for us.
Our alternative “Outlook“ was
confusing and there were daily
double-bookings on vehicles.
.
Furthermore, the analysis is really
helpful to optimize our carpool‘s
usage!
We are really happy to have more
time for the important fleet
managment tasks now!

CompuGroup Medical

There was no need to purchase a
new vehicle or book a rental car
on short notice since we have
been using fleetster.
Thanks to fleetster the cheaper
cars are now used more often.
This reduces our fleet costs
enormously.

Cogas

How can we help you?

Qualified guidance
Free online demo of our software
30 day free trial
Fleet management
Keybox
Carsharing kit
Sales partnership

We are looking forward to your request!
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